Biological properties of chimeric West Nile viruses.
Recently, we have described a lineage 2 attenuated WN virus suitable for the development of a live WN vaccine. To design vaccine candidates with an improved immunogenicity, we assembled an infectious clone of the NY99 strain and created several chimeric constructs with reciprocal exchanges of structural protein genes between attenuated W956 and virulent NY99 and investigated their biological properties. Our data indicated that, while the growth rates of NY99 and chimeric viruses in tissue culture are determined primarily by properties of the structural proteins, determinants responsible for a highly cytopathic phenotype of NY99 or lack thereof for W956 are located within the nonstructural protein region of the WN genome. The high virulence of NY99 and the attenuated phenotype of W956 were found to be associated with determinants in the nonstructural region. Chimeric viruses carrying the NY99 structural proteins were attenuated in neuroinvasiveness and demonstrated an immunogenicity superior to W956.